Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is known for its strength to capture frequency features of dynamic systems. However, without intrinsic orthogonality, it is not convenient to apply DMD in model order reduction. This work introduces adjoint DMD modes to combine with the original DMD modes for bi-orthogonal bases, and allows to construct a simple DMD-based Galerkin low-order model from a full-order Navier-Stokes equation system. The approach was applied on a benchmark case of the flow passing a fixed cylinder. Both the DMD modes and the adjoint DMD modes show well-organized paired structures. In a comparison of model results with the low-dimensional projection of the original simulation data, the DMD-based Galerkin model requires only 8 pairs of modes to represent all basic dynamics.
I. Introduction
Numerical simulations for the study of flow dynamics provide flexibility, detail information, and relatively low cost in comparison to their experimental counterpart. However, the computational cost, in terms of simulation time, for a large category of practical applications is still too high for the purpose of design and real-time control. The idea of model order reduction (MOD) is to find a reduced-order model (ROM) at a much lower-dimensional space to still represent the most important dynamics of the original high-fidelity simulation model. The low-order model becomes attractive for its capability to provide both simple physical understanding and fast real-time computation. One of the most popular approaches for model reduction is POD-Galerkin projection, which uses proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) modes as base functions to maximize the energy captured by the same reduced number of modes. There have been many studies in the application of POD-Galerkin projection for incompressible and compressible flows.
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Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is another emerging technique for data decomposition. The method is introduced by the spectral analysis of Koopman operator.
14, 15 DMD analysis 16 is a numerically feasible approximation to Koopman spectral analysis. It characterizes the nonlinear system through an analysis of the approximate linear system. 17 By its definition, the eigenvalues from DMD analysis provide both the frequency and the growth rate of corresponding modes, while the modes often identify coherent flow structures, in a manner similar to POD modes. DMD analysis has been applied for the spectral analysis of both numerical simulation data and experimental data, and the improvement for its application on data streaming and noise were studied recently. 15, 16, 18, 19 DMD modes have the distinct property that each mode contains pure frequency, and there is also similarity between DMD and POD modes, which stimulates the efforts to DMD modes as alternative base functions in model order reduction.
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The current work focuses on the application of DMD modes and their adjoint modes, with bi-orthogonality, to build simple Galerkin models in a low-order space. There are more background information and detailed derivation of DMD, adjoint DMD, and Galerkin projection for model order reduction in section II. Section III includes basic information of physical parameters and the numerical setup for the validation case: the flow passing a fixed cylinder. The same section includes modes analysis and the results and discussion on the DMD-based Galerkin model. Final conclusion is in section IV.
II. Background and Methodology
This section reviews first some background of modal decomposition and Galerkin projection, then, it introduces the idea of using bi-orthogonal bases of DMD and adjoint DMD modes for a Galerkin model of Navier-Stokes equations. Details on modes ranking and selection and the associate energy criteria are also described in this section.
II.A. Dynamic Mode Decomposition and the adjoint modes
The definition follows the one given by Tu et. al. , 17 which differs from the one used by Schmid 16 with small modification of using data pairs instead of consecutive data, to accommodate a wider class of data. Assume the nonlinear system is given by
Its linear approximation is Y = AX.
Matrices X and Y are defined by
A practical approximation
where U , Σ, V are given by the singular value decomposition (SVD) of X:
with ( * ) for Hermitian operator. Solving eigenvalue problem ofÃ,
provides DMD eigenvalues λ and the corresponding DMD modes φ:
The growth rate and frequency of DMD modes are computed by
Solving the left eigenvector of the system:
provides corresponding adjoint DMD modes,
It is not hard to tell the bi-orthogonality between the DMD and adjoint DMD modes:
Adjoint DMD modes provides a natural way to calculate the temporal coefficients of DMD modes for the dynamic system by the direct projection of snapshots onto each adjoint modes:
For consecutive snapshots, the coefficient can be achieved directly from SVD decomposition with even less computational cost:
II.B. DMD modes ranking, selection and the energy criterion
Unlike POD modes, where the energy of each modes is clearly defined and can be easily ranked and selected for model reduction, DMD modes are not directly associated with energy definition. Instead, DMD modes are associated with individual frequencies, but a simple mode selection by frequencies may not fit the needs of retaining major dynamics which is often defined by energy criteria. Chen et al. 21 proposed an optimization procedure to eliminate non-important modes, but the number of "optimized" modes to keep is not clear and the optimization process itself is not easy to perform. Jovanović et al. 24 proposed an optimization procedure, named sparsity-promoting DMD, to calculate the influence from a diagonal matrix. Though this method is well defined and has a formulation for ranking, the diagonal matrix is not linked directly to energy.
The current work adopts the energy criteria from POD modes with modification for non-orthogonal bases. When the same kinetic energy is used, without orthogonality,
showing the energy is distributed not only on each individual modes, but also across different modes. To include all the energy related to certain modes, mode correlation matrix C and energy distribution matrix E are defined by
where t ∈ (0, L) is the entire time period for all data snapshots. For each mode i, it is reasonable to define its total related energy E i by a simple summation,
which provides an energy criteria for the ranking and mode selection for non-orthogonal DMD bases.
II.C. Model order reduction by Galerkin projection
Galerkin projection allows to transfer the original full-order system to a low-order space with the expectation to maintain certain features of the dynamical system in the new space. The current full-order system is described by incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,
When the variables are expanded by DMD modes,
the momentum equation (18) can be projected onto adjoint DMD modes as
With bi-orthogonality, the projection leads to a simple set of ODEs,
with 25 It is worth noting that the continuity equation (18) , as a linear equation, is automatically satisfied with DMD modes each being a linear combination of original solution snapshots.
Using an equilibrium flow as a base flow to satisfy boundary conditions makes the expansion of DMD modes a better approximation. 21 However, it brings in additional computation for the base flow and may not be available for experimental data. Instead, performing DMD algorithm on all original snapshots (without subtraction of any base or mean flows) ends up with a natural "mean" mode x mean to satisfy boundary conditions, and the approach works for transient flow without a valid mean or equilibrium. By the DMD definition, the mean mode satisfies
For periodic data set, since x n = x 0 , the mean mode x mean becomes a DMD mode with the definition being satisfied exactly; for more general boundary conditions, the definition is approximately satisfied at large n.
II.D. Model stabilization
Initial DMD-based model often experiences instability largely from the near singular behavior of matrices when very small singular values are kept in the SVD process. Schmid 16 has suggested a simple truncation of those near-zero singular values for a more robust process to achieve DMD modes. A similar truncation process in SVD is applied here to achieve a more stable DMD-based model. The truncation step is simply to choose a reasonable small threshold value and set all eigenvalues below the threshold to zero. Then, the original SVD process with full dimension N can be approximated by a truncated version at lower dimension r:
which changes the definition ofÃ toÃ
This process reduces the number of DMD modes from N to r, but the rest of the model reduction keeps the same since the number of modes chosen in ROM is still much smaller than r.
III. Application: the flow passing a fixed cylinder
The above approach using DMD as bases for model order reduction is applied on a classical twodimensional problem: the flow passing a fixed cylinder. The projection method 26 is applied to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. A second-order central difference scheme is used for spatial discretization of the viscous term and the 3rd-order RungeKutta/Crank-Nicolson scheme is used for time advancement, and the immersed boundary method (IBM) 27 is implemented to handle the solid structure (i.e. the cylinder). A staggered cartesian grid is used to avoid the pressure-velocity decoupling. The numerical algorithm and computer program has been intensively benchmarked and tested in different studies shown in our earlier works 8, 9, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] 
III.A. numerical simulation

III.B. DMD analysis
A total of 341 snapshots used here are taken during the periodic stage, after the initial transient, for a time interval of three periods. With the DMD algorithm being applied, figure 2 shows (a) the eigenvalues and (b) the energy carried by each modes corresponding to different frequencies. Most of eigenvalues are right on the unit circle with a few exceptions inside the circle, and this matches with typical dynamics expected from a periodic flow. Since the DMD is not energy-based, it is not surprising to see a non-monotonous behavior of the energy distribution. The higher energy for low-frequency modes also matches the generally expected correlation between the frequency and the size of energetic structures in flows. Without orthogonality, mode energy includes both the energy on the mode itself and the cross-related energy from other modes. The energy matrix shown in figure 3 actually has dominant value (i.e. darker pixels) on its diagonal, which indicates that the energy across different modes plays a smaller role though it is not negligible. Such a diagonal-dominant behavior of energy matrix is important to justify the mode selection by energy rules in general. Figure 4 shows the DMD mean modes defined earlier, which is almost identical to the mean flow in the current periodic case. 
III.C. DMD-based Galerkin model
Total of 17 modes (one mean mode and 8 paired complex-conjugated DMD modes) are used to build a ROM for the current flow. The frequencies of leading modes are shown in table 1. To benchmark the accuracy of the DMD-based model, we first project the original simulation data (i.e. DNS) onto the same DMD modes, and use the direct projected data as a benchmark for the exact dynamics in the same low-order space. Figure 7 compares the time coefficient computed by DMD-based ROM with the directly projected coefficients from DNS. The ROM results match well for low-frequency energetic components, but with small discrepancy appearing at higher frequencies.
IV. Conclusion
The current work introduces a simple approach to compute and select dominant DMD modes and use them, along with the corresponding adjoint modes, to construct DMD-based Galerkin models in a lower dimension space. The approach is aiming to develop ROMs to represent dynamics, which is often achieved by energy-oriented model order reduction (e.g. POD-Galerkin model), while keeping unique frequency features (e.g. DMD or wave based modes). A simple energy criteria is used to rank and select modes for model reconstruction. Though DMD modes are not orthogonal, the introduction of adjoint modes provides bi-orthogonality which leads to the final Galerkin model being as simple as other models using orthogonal bases. It is also suggested by the energy matrix that, without exact orthogonality, the energy of DMD modes is still distributed dominantly on the modes with only small value for cross terms, and it makes possible to use energy criteria for mode ranking and selection.
The above approach is applied on numerical simulation data set of the flow passing a fixed cylinder. The resulted DMD-model shows good frequency features. The comparison of dynamics computed by DMD-based ROM and the original DNS data in its projection in the same low-order space shows good agreement with small discrepancy in high-frequency components. It is also shown that adding a truncation step in the SVD process not only provides more robust DMD modes but also leads to more stable ROMs. (e) a5 (f) a6
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(g) a7 (h) a8 Figure 7 : Comparison of the time evolution of the first 8 pairs (only one of a pair is considered as the pair being complex-conjugate) of modes computed by the DMD-based ROM (marked by dots) with the direct projected value from DNS (marked by solid lines): for the time complex coefficients (for complex DMD modes), the real part is shown is red, and the imaginary part is shown in blue.
